
Middle School 
Redistricting
Nove m be r 14, 2018



Redist rict ing Goals

▷ Provide enrollment relief for Dunlap 
Middle School, which is current ly over
100% of capacity

▷ Minimize families affected
▷ Create equality in extra curricular

offerings
▷ Expand foreign language offerings*
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Capacity Targets

▷ Need to lower the enrollment at DMS to equalize building 
ut ilizat ion and overcrowding at DMS
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2018/19 Enrollment Current Utilization

DMS 686/675 101.6%

DVMS 379/440 86%



Recommendat ion for 
Provisions for Cont inuity

As a part  of the approved redistrict ing 
plans for Fall 2019, it  will be recommended 
that middle school students and siblings of 
rising 7th graders affected by the rezoning 
have the opt ion to attend the newly-zoned

middle school to provide families the 
opt ion of not having two students at the 

same level in mult iple schools.  
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Overview of Opt ions

▷ Two (2) DRAFT opt ions have been created to 
gather community feedback

▷ Both opt ions are subject to change, if there 
are suggested changes that bring the opt ion 
closer to adhering to the overall project 
object ive and redistrict ing guidelines.

▷ Membership est imates have been created 
that span out to residential build-out.  
Factors taken into consideration include 
future planned residential development. 
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OPTION A
Move Wilder-Waite to feed into DVMS  along with 

Dunlap Grade and Ridgeview
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Opt ion A: DVMS
DGS, RES, WW



Opt ion A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Label Top Chart ValleyBottom DMSProvides immediate capacity reliefOnly moves one elementary building to feed into a new middle schoolNumbers stay stable and under each building capacity



OPTION B
Move Banner to feed into DVMS         along with Dunlap 

Grade and Ridgeview
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Opt ion B: DVMS
BES, DGS, RES



Opt ion B
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add names of schools on numbers chartsProvides immediate capacity reliefOnly moves one elementary building to feed into a new middle schoolNumbers stay stable and under each building capacity



Impact  Analysis

▷ Both opt ions displace 
close to the same 
number of students

▷ Grandfathering could 
have a minimally larger
impact on opt ion A
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Option Total 6-8 
Live-In 

Impacted
A: Wilder 161

B: Banner 169

Option Current 
7th 

A: Wilder 62

B: Banner 48

SHARE



Next  Steps

▷ Online feedback survey to gather public 
input

▷ School Board Work Session on 
December 11 (or other proposed date)
○ School Board may approve Redistrict ing plan

at monthly meeting on December 19
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Questions?
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